


 

An artisan food and drink premises trading 24 hours can generate a significant amount of 

tradewaste. To manufacture beer every 1 litre of beer produced, consumes 7 litres of water and 

discharges 5 litres of tradewaste to the sewer system. For example, to produce 30,000 litres of 

beer over 1 month (assumption of 20 production days), 210,000 litres of fresh water is 

consumed (52,500 litres per week) and 150,000 litres discharged to sewer (37,500 litres per 

week). Classification B of the LTWM Guidelines 2021 (See p.104) a microbrewery (artisan food 

and drink premises) maximum daily discharge is limited to 5,000 litres per day/10,000 litres per 

week.  

 

Few artisan food and drink premises, particularly microbreweries, will operate or remain viable 

with discharges capped at 5,000 litres per day/10,000 litres per week. As such, there are current 

compliance issues with the regulation of tradewaste approvals as their business grows. Further 

to this, many do not require additional floorspace to scale up their production beyond 

Classification B.  

 

Production that exceeds discharge of 5,000 litres per day/10,000 litres per week are defined in 

the LTWM guidelines as a Classification C premises. This requires concurrence with DPIE, water 

utilities and the installation of an on-site tradewaste treatment facility. Should a CDC be 

approved without consideration of tradewaste requirements, the retrofitting of an on-site 

tradewaste treatment facility may not be buildable on the site, create substantial off-site odour 

(carbon production), unacceptable amenity issues on any nearby uses/dwellings, and present a 

significant cost to the proponent. The current development application process provides 

opportunity to raise and resolve issues with the applicant, flag the Classification C concurrence 

requirements an odour impacts and impose suitable conditions of consent on the parent 

consent that restricting the operations of the land use and which require a Section 4.55 

modification to amend in future.  

 

For these reasons, we recommend this pathway be removed from the draft Fun SEPP or at a 

minimum the development standards are updated to include the following or similar:  

 

• Premises must comply with the liquid tradewaste requirements of the relevant water 

authority or Council/local water utility.  

 

All the relevant information that is contingent for an approval of the use to operate should be 

provided upfront to assist a proponent with the appropriate site selection for the type of land use 

and ensure Council’s resources and the city’s wastewater treatment infrastructure will not be 

unnecessarily burdened.  

 

DPIE is rolling out a number of new SEPPs and reforms, including the employment zone reform. 

It is noted that these significant and concurrent changes pose considerable challenges in 

Council assessing the potential impact of this and other draft SEPPs.  

 

 

 






